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Abstract
Rationale: Blau syndrome (BS) is a chronic auto-in�ammatory granulomatous disorder associated
with the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing 2 (NOD2) gene mutations. Gene mutation
is one cause of congenital hyperuricemia, However, the relationship between NOD2 and hyperuricemia
was unknown.

Patient concerns: A 3.5-year-old girl was admitted to hospital because of pain in the left calf and red eyes,
otherwise, she suffered from skin rash, and skin cysts in the wrist and ankle joints before.

Diagnoses: The girl was diagnosed with sporadic BS (SBS) accompanied with congenital hyperuricemia
according to her clinical presentation and gene mutation.

Interventions: The patient received prednisolone combined with adalimumab and  methotrexate for
controlling SBS. Oral febuxostat to alleviate uric acid levels.

Outcomes: Her serum uric acid decreased to normal levels after 2 weeks with oral febuxostat tablet. Four
months following the treatment, the number of cysts was decreased and ocular damage was not
progressed.

Lessions: Blau syndrome is a relatively new entity that clinical spectrum continues to expand. This
patient provides some information, which would be assist the diagnosis.

Background
Blau syndrome (BS) is a chronic autosomal dominant auto-in�ammatory granulomatous disorder
associated with the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain-containing 2 (NOD2) gene mutations[1].
Hyperuricemia (HUA) in children is associated with age- and sex-related values for uric acid[2]. Herein, we
present a case of BS with c.1001G > T(p.R334L) mutation in the NOD2 genes, and this patient also
presented with a congenital hyperuricemia, which has not been previously reported.

Case Presentation
A 3.5-year-old girl was diagnosed with hyperuricemia at her birth. At the age of 6 months, she developed
red rash(mild scaly)in face, trunk and extremities and was recorded by a dermatologist. Her skin lesions
were treated with topical corticosteroids. At 1 year of age, she developed skin cysts of different sizes in
the bilateral wrist and ankle joints. At the age of 3, she was hospitalized because of pain in the left calf
and red eyes.

Rheumatological examination showed numerous brown ichthyosis rash covered the face, trunk and
extremities. Subcutaneous nodules were found over the affected joints of wrists and ankles.
Ophthalmological examination showed signs of uveitis, keratitis and trichiasis.
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Blood examination revealed a white blood cell count of 11230/µL (normal: 4000–12000) and C-reactive
protein level of 4.21 mg/L (normal: less than 8). The serum immunoglobulin level was elevated. The
immunoglobulin G (IgG) level was elevated to 1620 mg/dL (normal: 500–1060 ), IgA level was 150 mg/dl
(normal:34-138), IgM level was 236 mg/dl (normal:44-144), and IgE level was 101 000mg/dl(normal:0-
10000. The serum uric acid was elevated to 600umol/L(normal:155-357), 24 hours of sodium
(45mmol/24h, normal: 130-260), phosphorus (317.7mg/24h, normal:400-1300), chlorine (53mmol/24h,
normal:170-250), and uric acid (865umol/24h, normal:1480-4430) in the urine were decreased.
Antinuclear antibody was borderline. Autoantibodies, including anti-dsDNA and anti-cyclic citrullinated
peptide, were negative.

Computed tomography (CT) suggested bilateral axillary lymph node enlargement but lung and hilar
lymph nodes were negative. Magnetic Resonance Imaging(MRI) showed abnormal signal in bilateral
wrist and ankles with bone cysts of right calcaneus bone marrow cavity. B-scan ultrasonography showed
vitreous opacity. The whole exome sequencing showed a heterozygous variant in gene NOD2:
c.1001G>T(p.R334L). Neither of her parents had the NOD2 mutation.

She was diagnosed with sporadic BS according to her clinical presentation and gene mutaion.
Furthermore, we suspected that she has renal excretion dysfunction, but whether it is caused by NOD2
mutation was unknown.

She received the treatment of prednisolone (0.45mg/kg/d) combined with adalimumab (20mg biweekly)
and methotrexate(6.25mg/week). She was also given febuxostat to lower uric acid levels. The
comprehensive therapy was e�cacy, the number of cysts was decreased and ocular damage was not
progressed. For the �rst time, her serum uric acid decreased to normal levels after 2 weeks with oral
febuxostat tablet.

Discussion
Blau syndrome(BS) is a chronic auto-in�ammatory disorder with autosomal dominant inheritance, �rst
described by Blau in 1985. Sporadic BS (SBS) also called early-onset sarcoidosis (EOS)[3]. It was caused
by coding mutation of NOD2 gene, which mapped to chromosomal region 16q12.1-13[1]. The product of
NOD2 gene, known as the caspase activation and recruitment domain (CARD15), activates NF-κB after
recognizing a signal from a bacterial cell wall component in the leukocyte cytosol[4]. Mutations in the
NOD2 gene lead to abnormally enhanced NF-κB activity, which results in the occurrence of BS[5]. This
case showed c.1001G > T(p.R334L) mutation in the NOD2 genes. BS is characterized by the clinical triad
of recurrent uveitis, dermatitis and arthritis. Other symptoms may be involved, including visceral and
vascular involvement[6]. Our patient was born with hyperuricemia, which was not included in the
representation of Blau syndrome in the previous report. However, whether congenital hyperuricemia can
be caused by it deserves further study.

Congenital hyperuricemia in children and adolescents is associate with chronic disease, including
metabolic disease, Down disease, congenital hurt disease and genetic disease[2]. It was already revealed
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that the polymorphisms in the uric acid transporter genes (ABCG2 and SLC2A9) and Apolipoprotein E
gene were associated with primary hyperuricemia. In our case, it wasn’t found any other mutation except
for NOD2 gene[7].

We reported a sporadic form of Blau syndroms in a Chinese girl with missense mutation R334L in the
NOD2 gene. In addition to the classical presentation, our patient was born with congenital hyperuricemia
which was not previously reported. Blau syndrome is a rare and newly described entity, and its clinical
spectrum continues to expand. Our case would be helpful to further better characterize this disease.
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